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multioloring is minimized.1 This is known as the sum multioloring (SMC) problem (see,e.g. [BHK+00℄). In the speial ase where eah vertex is assigned a single olor, our objetiveis to minimize the total sum of the olors assigned to the verties, or the sum oloring ofthe assignment. This is known as the sum oloring (SC) (or hromati sum) problem (see,e.g., [BK98, BHK99, KKK89, NSS99℄).The sum oloring and sum multioloring problems often model sheduling jobs whih aredependent beause they utilize the same non-sharable resoure. The exlusivity requirementan be aptured by a graph of the pairwise onits; the verties of the graph represent thejobs, and an edge in the graph between two verties represents a dependeny or onitbetween the two orresponding jobs, whih forbids sheduling these jobs at the same time.Assuming that jobs may have arbitrary integral exeution times, a shedule of the jobsorresponds to a multioloring of the graph, where eah vertex is assigned as many olorsas the proessing time of the orresponding job. The large body of researh on oloringvarious lasses of graphs therefore translates to statements about the qualities of shedules.We elaborate on that in Setion 1.1.1.1 De�nitionsColorings Let G = (V;E) be a undireted graph, possibly with vertex weights. Wedenote by n the number of verties. A oloring of a graph is an assignment  : V (G)! IN+of positive integers to the verties suh that adjaent verties are assigned di�erent olors.The verties reeiving the same olor then form an independent set and are alled a olorlass.The hromati number of G, denoted by �(G), is the minimal number of olors requiredfor oloring the verties in G properly. The hromati sum of  is the sum of the olorsassigned to the verties, or SC(G; ) =Pv  (v). The sum oloring problem is that of �ndinga oloring of a given graph G with the minimum hromati sum SC(G). We also denote bySC(G;Alg) the hromati sum of the oloring found by a given algorithm Alg.In the maximum size k-olorable subgraph problem we seek a k-olorable subgraph ofmaximum ardinality, i.e. an indued subgraph whose hromati number is at most k. Themaximum size k-olorable subgraph problem is solvable, for example, on interval graphs,by a greedy algorithm [YG87℄, on hordal graph with onstant maximum lique size (ork-trees), and on omparability graphs and their omplements [F80℄ (see below the preisede�nitions of these lasses). This holds also for the vertex-weighted problem, where weseek a k-olorable subgraph of maximum total weight. We denote by k(G) the size of themaximum k-olorable subgraph in G.The throughput of a partial oloring is the number of verties olored. The maximumthroughput possible with k olors is k(G), the size of a maximum k-olorable subgraph.1The preise de�nition is given in Setion 1.1. 2



Given an algorithm that �nds a oloring with olor lasses I1; I2; : : :, we an ask, for anygiven k, for the throughput of the �rst olor lasses, Thr( ; k) = Pki=1 jIij, and omparethat to the optimal throughput after k olors, k(G). We say that the throughput of aoloring is robust, if it is good for eah value of k simultaneously. The robust throughput(RT) measure of a oloring  ompares the throughput to the optimal throughput for eaholor bound k, and takes the maximum. That is,RT(G; ) = maxk k(G)Thr( ; k) :The robust throughput problem is to �nd a oloring that minimizes RT(G; ).Multiolorings An instane of a multioloring problem is a pair (G;x), where G = (V;E)is a graph, and x is a vetor of olor requirements (or lengths) of the verties. For a giveninstane, we denote by p = maxv2V x(v) the maximum olor requirement. A multioloringof G is an assignment  : V ! 2N+ , suh that eah vertex v 2 V is assigned a set of x(v)distint olors, and adjaent verties reeive non-interseting sets of olors.Taking the ue from the relation to sheduling (see below), a multioloring  is allednon-preemptive if the olors assigned to eah vertex are ontiguous, i.e. if for any v 2 V ,(maxi2 (v) i)� (mini2 (v) i) + 1 = x(v). Otherwise, it is preemptive.Denote by f (v) = maxi2 (v) i the largest olor assigned to v by a multioloring  . Thesum multioloring (SMC) of  on G isSMC(G; ) = Xv2V f (v) :The SMC problem is to �nd a multioloring  , suh that SMC(G; ) is minimized; the non-preemptive version is npSMC. When all the olor requirements are equal to 1, the problemredues to the sum oloring (SC) problem.Relationships of olorings and shedules As mentioned above, many sheduling prob-lems an be represented as graph oloring problems. Traditionally, suh problems arise inrelation with timetabling. In general, they our when jobs (represented by verties in thegraph) may onit due to the fat that they need exlusive use of some resoures. Whenthe jobs are of di�erent lengths (under some disrete measure), we obtain a multioloring in-stane; when the lengths are idential, we obtain an ordinary graph oloring instane. Whenjobs must be run without interruption, we have a non-preemptive instane, and otherwisepreemptive.There are several measures that are onsidered for shedules. One is the makespan,or the time from the start to �nish; this orresponds to the number of olors used in the(multi)oloring. Another measure is the sum of ompletion times of the jobs, or equivalently3



the average ompletion time. This orresponds to, and is a primary motivation for, the sum(multi)oloring measure.The robust throughput measure that we study here was previously studied in the areaof ombinatorial optimization (see, e.g., [HR02℄). Generally, robust throughput examinesthe overall amount of \work" done until any given moment, throughout the exeution of analgorithm. It may be viewed as a stronger version of the traditional throughput measurethat is ommonly studied in real-time sheduling (see, e.g. [BG+01℄).Graph lasses We de�ne below the graph lasses for whih we derive our results.Comparability graphs: An undireted graph is a omparability graph if it admits atransitive orientation, namely, it is possible to give a single diretion to every edge (a; b) 2 Eso that if (a; b) is direted from a to b and (b; ) is direted from b to , then (a; ) (existsand) is direted from a to . Co-omparability graphs are the omplements of omparabilitygraphs.A speial lass of omparability graphs is the lass of permutation graphs. A permutationgraph is de�ned in terms of a permutation of the numbers f1; : : : ; ng. The mathing diagramis obtained by writing the sequene of integers in a horizontal row and the sequene of itspermuted values in another row below it, and by drawing n straight line segments betweenthe two 1's, the two 2's, et. Given some permutation �, the graph G(�) orresponding to� has verties f1; : : : ; ng and i; j are joined by an edge in G(�) if their lines interset. Agraph is alled a permutation graph if there exists a permutation � suh that G = G(�). Itis known that a graph G is a permutation graph if and only if G is both omparable ando-omparable (.f., [G80℄.)Interval graphs: A graph G is an interval graph if its verties an be mapped to inter-vals on the real line so that two verties are adjaent in G if and only if their orrespond-ing intervals interset. It is well known that interval graphs are o-omparability graphs(.f., [F95, FMW97℄). A more general lass of intersetion graphs of geometri objets aretrapezoid graphs. They generalize to m-trapezoid graphs whih form a proper hierarhy ofo-omparability graphs, with m = 0 orresponding to interval graphs, m = 1 orrespond-ing to trapezoid graphs, and m = 1 orresponding to o-omparability graphs. Refer to[F95, FMW97℄ for de�nitions of these graph lasses.(k + 1)-law free graphs: A graph G is (k + 1)-law free if it does not ontain the starK1;k+1 as an indued subgraph. Claw-free graphs are those that are 3-law free. Examplesof k + 1-law free graphs inlude� Line graphs: The line graph L(G) is the edge-adjaeny graph of a graph G(V;E).Namely, the edges of G are the verties of L(G), and two verties of L(G) are joinedin E(L(G)) if the two orresponding edges share a vertex in G. Any line graph is alaw-free graph. 4



� Proper interval graphs: These are intersetion graphs of a family of intervals, so thatno interval in the family is ontained in another interval. Clearly, a proper intervalgraph is law free.� Unit irle intersetion graphs: In these graphs the verties orrespond to unit ir-les in the plane and two verties are joined by an edge if the two orrespondingirles interset. It is known that unit irle intersetion graphs are 6-law free (see,e.g., [MB+95℄).The graph lass that is most relevant for our appliations is the lass of intersetiongraphs of hypergraphs of sets of size at most k. Formally, onsider a bipartite graphB(V1; V2; E) so that all edges ross from V1 to V2. Let deg(v) denote the number of neighborsof v and assume that maxv2V1 deg(v) = k. Form a new graph alled the intersetion graphG of B so that its verties are the V1 verties, and two verties u; v 2 V1 are adjaent in Gif and only if they have a mutual neighbor in B. Observe that the neighborhood in G ofevery vertex v an be deomposed into a union of at most k liques. Thus, the graph G is(k + 1)-law free.This example is of partiular importane as it an represent a senario of dediatedtasks. The olletion of jobs is represented by V1; V2 represents the proessors and an edgeexists in B if the respetive job requires the use of the proessor. The above (k + 1)-lawfree example ours if every job requires the use of at most k proessors.Partial k-trees: A graph is a k-tree if it an be onstruted inrementally, so that ineah iteration a new vertex is added and made adjaent to a lique of size k already in thegraph. A partial k-tree is a subgraph of a k-tree.Examples: Trees are partial 1-trees. Outerplanar graphs, namely, planar graphs that anbe embedded in the plane so that all the verties lie on the exterior fae, are partial 2-trees.Series parallel graphs (see e.g., [BF96℄) are partial 2-trees as well. Another example ishordal graph, whih does not ontain a yle of length 4 (or more) as an indued subgraph.If in addition to being hordal, the graph has maximum lique size k, then the resultinggraph is a partial k-tree.The above notions are losely related. For example, a split graph is a graph that an bedeomposed into a lique and an independent set with arbitrary edges between them. It iseasy to see that a split graph is hordal. A large group of split graphs are also omparabilitygraphs (see [G80℄).1.2 Our resultsThe urrent paper has two parts. In the �rst part, in Setion 2.1, we disuss the sumoloring problem. Our main result is an approximation algorithm with a performaneratio of 1:796 for SC. The algorithm runs in polynomial time on graphs for whih the5



maximum indued k-olorable subgraph problem is solvable in polynomial time. This lassinludes omparability graphs and their omplements (o-omparability graphs), whih inturn inlude interval, trapezoid, and permutation graphs. They also inlude partial k-trees.Of partiular interest is the lass of interval graphs, for whih we improve the best previouslyknown approximation ratio of 2 [NSS99℄ for sum oloring. The algorithm approximates alsothe hromati number and the robust throughput of a given graph, the former within fator2:718 and the latter within fator 1:4575.In the seond part of the paper, Setion 3, we disuss the sum multioloring problem.Our main result is a 2k(2k�1)-approximation for (k+1)-law free graphs, and in partiular12-approximation for line graphs. The speial ase of line graph has important appliations,e.g, in biproessor sheduling and data migration (see below). More generally, an O(1)approximation is derived, where k is a �xed onstant. The previously best ratio known forthis problem was logn [BHK+00℄.2Among other appliations our approximation enompasses dediated proessor shedul-ing, where the number of proessors required by any job is at most k. We elaborate on thatin Setion 1.4. The result is extended in Setion 3.3 to yield the same approximation ratiofor the problem of minimizing the weighted sum of ompletion times of dediated tasks withrelease times, P j�xj ; rj jPj wjCj. However, we �rst disuss the unweighted ase withoutrelease times, so as to make the exposition simpler.1.3 Appliations of sum oloring to sheduling problemsWe list below some appliations that give rise to the sum oloring problem in (o-)omparabilitygraphs and intervals graphs.Train sheduling: Consider a railroad rossing, in whih a set of n railroads, numberedby 1; : : : ; n, interset, and exhange their relative loations; that is, the i-th railroad beomesthe �(i)-th railroad after the intersetion, where � is a permutation of (1; : : : ; n) (See inFigure 1). The goal is to shedule the arrivals of the trains to the intersetion, suh thattwo oniting trains ross at distint time intervals. When our objetive is to minimizethe average time that it takes for the trains to ross the intersetion, we get an instane ofthe SC problem on permutation graph.VLSI design: In the wire-minimization problem [NSS99℄, terminals lie on a single vertialline (eah terminal is represented by an interval on this line), and with unit spaings are ver-tial bus lanes. Pairs of terminals are to be onneted via horizontal wires on eah side to avertial lane, with non-overlapping pair utilizing the same lane. With the vertial segments�xed, the wire ost orresponds to the total length of horizontal segments. Numbering the2Unless spei�ed otherwise, all the logarithms in the paper are to the base of 2.6
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Figure 1: A train sheduling example: (a) a 5-railroad rossing; (b) The intersetion graphof the railroad system.lanes in inreasing order of distane from the terminal line, lane assignment to a termi-nal orresponds to oloring the terminal's interval by an integer. The wire-minimizationproblem then orresponds to sum oloring an interval graph.Storage alloation: Storage alloation in a warehouse involves minimizing the total dis-tane traveled by a robot [W97℄. Goods are heked in and out at known times; thus, goodsthat are not in the warehouse at the same time an share the same loation. We representeah of the goods by an interval on the line, whih gives the time interval in whih it isavailable at the warehouse. Numbering the storage loations by their distane from theounter, the total distane orresponds to sum oloring the intervals formed by the goods.Session sheduling on a path: In a path network, pairs of nodes need to ommuniate,for whih they need use of the intervening path. If two paths interset, the orrespondingsessions annot be held simultaneously. In this ase, it would be natural to expet thesessions (i.e., \jobs") to be of di�erent lengths, leading to the sum multioloring problemon interval graphs.1.4 Appliations of sum multioloringInstanes of sum multioloring on (k + 1)-free graphs are derived mainly from appliationsthat involve resoure onstrained sheduling. Consider the following senario that exem-pli�es the problem. bf Example. Suppose that a set of jobs J1; : : : ; J6 is initiated in adistributed omputing environment. Eah of the jobs is available to run on a di�erent pro-essor, however, the jobs share aesses to a set of �les f1; : : : ; f5, stored on the network �lesystem. In partiular, J1; J2; J5 and J6 require read/write operations in the �les f1; f2; f3and f4 respetively. J3 needs to opy data from f1; f2 to f5; J4 requires simultaneous read-ing of the ontents of f3; f4 into the �le f5. The exeution time of J1; J2; J5; J6 is one unit,7
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Figure 2: Resoure onstrained sheduling (Example 1): (a) the onit graph; (b) Ashedule that minimizes overall ompletion time; () a shedule that minimizes sum ofompletion timeswhile J3; J4 require 2 time units eah. Note that eah of the jobs requires an exlusive aessto the orresponding �le/s throughout its exeution. While we an shedule the jobs suhthat the latest ompletion time is 4, the only shedule that minimizes average ompletiontime (or, equivalently the sum of ompletion times) is the one that shedules the unit-lengthjobs �rst, using a total of 5 time units. This is illustrated in Figure 2.Generally, in resoure-onstrained sheduling we are given a olletion of n jobs of in-tegral lengths and a olletion of resoures. We assume that eah job requires an exlusiveaess to partiular subset of the resoures to exeute. The resoure-onstrained shedul-ing problem an then be modeled as a multioloring problem on the onit graph. Weaddress here the ase where eah task uses up to k resoures. Hene, the onit graph isan intersetion graph of a olletion of sets of size at most k, and is thus k + 1-law free.A natural example of a limited resoure is proessors in a multi-proessor system. Inthe biproessor task sheduling problem, we are given a set of jobs and a set of proessors,and eah job requires the exlusive use of two dediated proessors. We are interested in�nding a shedule, whih minimizes the sum of ompletion times of the jobs. In shedulingterms, this problem is denoted by P j�xjjPCj with j�xj j = 2, where the seond termindiates that eah job requires a �xed subset of mahines, and the last term denotes thesum of ompletion times measure. In the speial ase of two resoures per task, suh as thebiproessor task sheduling problem, the onit graph is a line graph.Another appliation of sum multioloring of (k + 1)-free graphs is sheduling data mi-gration over a network (see, e.g., [CG+85, K03℄). 31.5 Related workThe sum oloring problem was introdued in [K89℄, and the summultioloring (SMC) problemin [BHK+00℄. The paper studies two variants of SMC. In the non-preemptive SMC (npSMC), we3Can we de�ne this problem here, briey. {MMH8



require that the set of olors assigned to eah vertex is ontiguous, while in the preemptiveSMC (pSMC) we allow any proper oloring of G. Table 1 summarizes the known results forthese problems in various lasses of graphs. New bounds given in this paper are shownin boldfae. The last two olumns give known upper bounds for preemptive and non-preemptive SMC. Entries marked with � follow by inferene, either by using ontainment ofgraph lasses (omparability and interval graphs are perfet), or by SC being a speial aseof SMC. When omitted, [BBH+98℄ is the referenes for SC and [BHK+00℄ for SMC.SC SMCu.b. l.b. pSMC npSMCGeneral graphs � n1�� n= log2 n n= log nPerfet graphs 4 � 16 O(log n)Comparability 1.796 � 7.184 �Interval graphs 1.796 (2 [NSS99℄)  > 1 [G01℄ � �Bipartite graphs 10=9 [BK98℄  > 1 [BK98℄ 1.5 2.8Line graphs 2 NPC 2 12Partial k-trees 1 [J97℄ PTAS [HK99℄ FPAS [HK99℄Planar graphs � NPC [HK99℄ PTAS [HK99℄ PTAS [HK99℄Trees 1 [K89℄ PTAS [HK+99℄ 1 [HK+99℄k + 1-law free k + 1 k + 1 4k2 � 2kTable 1: Known results for sum (multi-)oloring problemsResoure-onstrained sheduling has reently been investigated in the literature (see,e.g., [BKR96, K96℄). Kubale [K96℄ studied the omplexity of sheduling biproessor tasks.He also investigated speial lasses of graphs, and showed that npSMC of line graphs of treesis NP-hard in the weak sense. Afrati et al. [AB+00℄ gave a polynomial time approxima-tion sheme for the problem that we onsider, minimizing the sum of ompletion times ofdediated tasks. However, their method applies only to the ase where the total numberof proessors is a �xed onstant. Later their results were generalized in [FJP01℄ to handleweighted ompletion times and release times.Very reently, our results for SMC on k-law free graphs were improved in [K03℄, usingmethods due to [CP+96℄. The approximation ratio for line graphs (bi-proessor tasks) wasimproved to 10, and for general k the bound was improved to O(k). It is worth whilenoting that the [K03℄ paper uses exponentially large linear programs, that are solved withthe ellipsoid method. Our algorithm has the advantage of being a muh faster simple greedyombinatorial algorithm, that an be used in an online setting (see Setion 3.3).Co�man et al. [CG+85℄ studied non-preemptive multioloring of line graphs so as tominimize the overall number of olors (or makespan), whih arises in the �le transfer prob-9



lem. They showed that a lass of greedy algorithms yields a 2-approximation and gave a(2+�)-approximation for a version with more general resoure onstraints. A omprehensivesurvey of other known results for sheduling dediated tasks, so as to minimize the overallompletion time is given in [BC+00℄.Few analyses have been done on the robust throughput measure. Hassin and Rubin-stein [HR02℄ gave an optimal bound of p2 for maximum (partial) weighted mathing,improving on the obvious bound of 2 for a greedy seletion.2 Approximating Sum Coloring of Interval and Comparabil-ity GraphsWe onsider algorithms for sum oloring on natural lasses of graphs, and proeed to disussthe less studied measure of robust throughput. In Setions 2.1{2.3 we give a parameter-ized algorithm, ACS, and analyze its performane in terms of the sum oloring, robustthroughput, and hromati number measures.2.1 An Algorithm Based on Finding k-Colorable SubgraphsA ommon oloring strategy that often works well in pratie is to iteratively olor largeindependent sets. If we an �nd maximum independent sets, this is the MaxIS algorithmof [BBH+98℄ whih gives a 4-approximation for sum oloring. To improve on this idea, wemay look towards generalizations. Viewing independent sets as 1-olorable subgraphs, weare easily led to the generalization of iteratively oloring maximum k-olorable subgraphs.The algorithm shema ACS (Assign Color Sets) olors subgraphs in rounds; in roundi it �nds and olors a i-olorable subgraph, where 0; 1; : : : is a geometrially inreasingsequene. The rounds orrespond to the iterations of the main loop of ACS.ACS assumes as a subroutine an algorithm kIS(G,k) for �nding a maximum k-olorablesubgraph, where k an be as large as the hromati number of G. Suh an algorithm anbe run reursively to obtain a k-oloring of the subgraph that it �nds. Namely, if Hk =kIS(G, k), we an obtain Hi = kIS(Hi+1, i), for i = k� 1; k� 2; : : : ; 0, with the olor lassesbeing V (Gi)� V (Gi�1), for i = 1; : : : ; k (here, H0 denotes the empty graph).Given parameters q � 1 and � 2 [0; 1), we denote by i = bqi+� the number of olorsused in round i; `i =Pi�1j=0 j is the number of olors used by ACS before round i.In the ourse of the analysis of the algorithm, we shall determine the optimal hoie ofthe parameter q for the optimization measures at hand. The parameter � will be hosenuniformly at random from the interval [0; 1). This an be simulated deterministially withinany desired preision by trying all suÆiently losely spaed values in the range [0; 1). TheMaxIS algorithm of [BBH+98℄ orresponds to the hoie of q = 1 and � = 0, i.e., in eahstep a single independent set is extrated from the graph.10



ACS(G, q, �)i 0; li  0while (G 6= ;) doi = bqi+�Gi  kIS(G, i)Color Gi with olors `i + 1; `i + 2; : : : ; `i + iG G�Gili+1  li + ii i+ 1;endend Figure 3: The oloring algorithm ACS2.2 The Chromati Sum of Algorithm ACSIn our analysis, we relate the quality of the algorithm's solutions to the optimal solutionsvia two intermediate funtions. These funtions �ll the role of normalizing the olor valuesgiven by the two solutions, as if the olors assigned in eah round ontribute equally to theobjetive funtion. A primary motivation is to deal with the non-uniform randomness ofthe olor of eah individual vertex. We onsider instead the random boundary of the rangeof olors used in eah round, and ompare it to a non-random representative vertex.The following de�nitions are used throughout this subsetion. We denote by  � theoloring produed by ACS, for a given �xed �. Let gv denote the round in whih ACS olorsv. Formally, g : V ! IN is de�ned by g(v) = gv = i suh that `i �  �(v) < `i+1. Let �(i)denote the average of the olors used by ACS in round i, or�(i) = `i + (i + 1)=2: (1)Let  OPT(G) denote the optimal sum oloring of G. Let h : V ! IN be de�ned byh(v) = hv = i suh that i�1 <  OPT(v) � i. For onveniene, let �1 denote 0. Note thatthe quantities and funtions gv; hv ; i; `i and �(i) are all funtions of � and q, even if notexpliitly marked so.We note that average of the olors of the verties olored in round i is at most �(i). Thisis beause the olor lasses are non-inreasingly ordered by the number of verties assignedthat olor. This is oded in the following lemma.Lemma 2.1 SC(G; �) =Pv  �(v) �Pv �(gv)11



Intuitively, we expet ACS to have olored a vertex v by round hv, sine v is withinthe �rst hv olor lasses of the optimal solution, but not the �rst hv�1 lasses. This issubstantiated, on average, in the following laim.Lemma 2.2 Pv �(gv) �Pv �(hv)Proof: By the de�nition of ACS, it will have olored by round i at least as many vertiesas those that have an h-value at most i. That is, for i = 0; 1; : : :,jfv : gv � igj � jfv : hv � igj: (2)Name the verties v1; v2; : : : ; vn in non-dereasing order by g-values, and u1; u2; : : : ; un innon-dereasing order by h-values. Then, by (2), g(vj) � h(uj), for j = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and sine� is monotone non-dereasing, �(gvj ) � �(huj ). The lemma now follows.In the next lemma we bound �(hv) by a losed form expression.Lemma 2.3 For q � 1 and � � 0, let f(q; k; �) = qk+�[ 1q�1 + 12 ℄: Then, for any v 2 V ,�(hv) � f(q; hv; �) + 1=2� q�=(q � 1):Proof: �(k) = `k + (k + 1)=2 = k�1Xi=0bqi+�+ bqk+�=2 + 1=2� k�1Xi=0 qi+� + qk+�=2 + 1=2= q�[qk � 1q � 1 + qk2 ℄ + 1=2= f(q; k; �) + 1=2� q�=(q � 1):We an now dedue a bound on the worst-ase performane ratio of a deterministi formof ACS.Theorem 2.1 The performane ratio of ACS for sum oloring is at most q(1=(q�1)+1=2),when � = 1. 12



Proof: Observe thatSC(G) =Xv  OPT(v) �Xv hv�1 + 1 �Xv qhv�1+�: (3)When � � logq(q � 1)=2, Lemma 2.3 gives that �(hv) � f(q; hv; �). It then follows fromLemmas 2.1 and 2.2 thatSC(G; �) �Xv f(q; hv ; �) =Xv qhv+� � 1q � 1 + 12� � SC(G) � 1q � 1 + 12� : (4)Combining (3) and (4), we �nd that the performane ratio is bounded bySC(G; �)SC(G) � q � 1q � 1 + 12� :When q = 1 +p2, this is at most 3=2 +p2 � 2:91.To obtain a better performane ratio, we analyze the expeted performane of ACS whenthe parameter � is hosen uniformly at random from [0; 1).Lemma 2.4 For any q 2 (1; e2℄,E[�(hv)℄ � q + 12 ln q  OPT(v);for any v 2 V , where the expetation is over the random hoies of �.Proof: By the de�nition of hv, the olor  OPT(v) of vertex v in the optimal solution satis�eshv�1 = bqhv�1+� <  OPT(v) � hv = bqhv+�: (5)Let us write  OPT(v) = qx, i.e. x = logq  OPT(v). Sine  OPT(v) is integral, we have in fatthat qhv�1+� < qx =  OPT(v) � qhv+�:Let yv = hv + �� x and note that yv is in the range [0; 1). We may writeyv = (� � x) mod 1:The values  OPT(v) and x are �xed and independent of �. Thus, when � is hosen uniformlyat random from [0; 1), yv is also uniformly distributed in [0; 1). The random variable qyvthen has expeted value E[qyv ℄ = Z 10 qtdt = q � 1ln q :13



Hene, E[qhv+�℄ = E[qhv+��x℄ � qx = q � 1ln q  OPT(v): (6)By Lemma 2.3,E[�(hv)℄ � E[f(q; hv ; �)℄ + 1=2 �E[q�℄=(q � 1) � E[f(q; hv; �)℄ + (1=2 � 1= ln q):Thus, when q � e2, then ln q � 2, and we obtain thatE[�(hv)℄ � E[f(q; hv ; �)℄ �  OPT(v)q � 1ln q � 1q � 1 + 12� =  OPT(v)1 + (q � 1)=2ln q :Theorem 2.2 Let q be the solution of lnx = (x+1)=x, or approximately 3:591. Then, theexpeted performane ratio of ACS for sum oloring is at most q=2 � 1:796.Proof: By Lemma 2.4, we get for this value of q thatE[�(hv)℄ �  OPT(v) � q + 12 ln q =  OPT(v) � q=2 � 1:796 OPT(v):Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, and using the linearity of expetation, we get thatE[SC(G;ACS℄ �Xv E[�(hv)℄ �Xv 1:796 OPT(v) � 1:796 SC(G):
Remarks Note that in our analysis we have only utilized the following obvious propertyof algorithm ACS. After the i-th round, ACS has olored as many verties as ontained inthe �rst i olors of the optimal solution. We an argue that our analysis is tight for suhrestrited solutions. This would suggest that for general graphs, ACS would not performbetter than shown here.For the lasses of graphs we are most onerned here, espeially interval graphs, thisis a non-optimally weak property. A tighter analysis would undoubtedly unover betterperformane of the algorithm, but just as it has proved hard to give a good analysis ofthe MaxIS algorithm of [BBH+98℄ for interval graphs, suh an analysis would require someideas that are not urrently in play.
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Derandomization We mentioned that ACS an be derandomized by trying suÆientlylose values for �. We substantiate this, we need to examine the smoothness of the perfor-mane funtion.Suppose that a 2 [0; 1) is the value for � that minimizes the performane ratio of ACSfor sum oloring and let â = a+ �, for some � > 0. Realling that hv and � depend on thevalue of �, let us denote them as h�v and ��.Observe that i and hv are monotone with respet to the parameter �; thus, âi � aiand hâv � hav . Following the analysis of Lemma 2.3, we obtain that�â(hâv) = hâv�1Xi=1 bqi+a+�+ bqhâv+a+�2 � 12 � q�f(q; hav ; a); (7)even if the possible inrease in gv is not onsidered. Set Æ = q� � 1, in whih ase � =logq(1 + Æ). Then, from (7)Xv �â(hâv) � (1 + Æ)f(q; hav ; a)� (1 + Æ)E�[Xv f(q; h�v ; �); ℄� (1 + Æ)1:796 SC(G):Thus, it suÆes to deterministially examine 1= logq(1+ Æ) � (log q)=Æ distint values for �to get within 1 + Æ fator of the randomized guarantee.Impliations Sine the analysis gave expeted values for eah vertex separately, the per-formane ratio in Theorem 2.2 holds also for the vertex-weighted variant problem. Intu-itively, we an view eah weighted vertex as a ompatible olletion of unweighted verties.Corollary 2.3 ACS approximates SC(G) within a fator of 1.796, even in the weightedase.This improves on the previously best ratio known of 2 by Nioloso et al. [NSS99℄, statedfor (unweighted) sum oloring interval graphs. This also yields a orollary for the preemptivesum multioloring problem. In [BHK+00℄, a 4�-ratio approximation is obtained for graphswhere SC an be approximated within a fator of �. We thus obtain an improvement,for graphs for whih maximum size k-olorable subgraph is polynomial solvable, from theprevious 16-fator.Corollary 2.4 pSMC is approximable within 4 � 1:796 � 7:184 on interval and omparabilitygraphs and their omplements. 15



2.3 The Robust Throughput of Algorithm ACSWe proeed to analyze the throughput behavior of ACS.Theorem 2.5 For any graph G, RT(G;ACS) � 1:45751. This holds also in the weightedase.Proof: The o�set parameter � is of no help here, and shall be set to 0. Further, forsimpliity, we look only at the ase when q = 2, whih we have experimentally found togive best results.Let k be any natural number. Reall that  � is the oloring output by ACS. We omparethe number of verties found by ACS in the �rst k olor lasses, given by Thr( �; k), to thenumber of verties in the �rst k olors of an optimal solution, given by k(G). To simplifythe notation in the alulations below, let A(k) = Thr( �; k) and O(k) = k(G).Let m = blog k denote the number of rounds. Reall that i = 2i and `i = 2i � 1. Theset of verties found by ACS then onsists of the A(`m) verties found in the �rst m � 1rounds, and at least a (k � `m)=k fration of the verties olored in the m-th round. Theanalysis uses the following simple observation. Sine in eah round, i, 0 � i < m, ACS �ndsa maximum i-olorable subgraph, learly, the number of verties olored in round i is atleast a i=k-fration of the verties in O(k) that remained unolored after round i� 1.A(`i+1)�A(`i) � ik (O(k)�A(`i)):Rewriting, we get O(k)�A(`i+1) � (1� ik )(O(k)�A(`i)):By indution, we have that O(k)�A(`m) � O(k)m�1Yi=0 (1� 2ik ): (8)In the last round, we ount the number of verties overed by ACS with the �nal k � `molors. The fration still not olored after that round amounts toO(k)�A(k) � (1� (k � (2m � 1))k )(O(k) �A(`m);and from (8), we get thatO(k)�A(k) � O(k)2m � 1k m�1Yi=0 (1� 2ik ): (9)By omputational analysis, we �nd that the r.h.s. of (9) is maximized when k=2m � 1:3625,onverging to about 0:3139 O(k). This implies a performane ratio O(k)=A(k) � 1=(1 �16



0:3139) � 1:4575 for the throughput of the oloring, for a given value k. Sine this boundis independent of k, we have derived a bound Thr( �), on the robust throughput measure.On graphs for whih maximum size k-olorable subgraph is not polynomially solvablebut approximable within a �-fator, we easily obtain a 1:4575� ratio for robust throughput.Finally, we an argue a bound on the number of olors used.Theorem 2.6 The expeted number of olors used by ACS is at most qln q�(G). Whenq = e � 2:718, this is at most e � �(G).Proof: Let m be the �nal round of ACS, i.e. the minimal integer satisfying m = bqm+� ��(G). Sine ACS �nished in round m and not in round m� 1,bqm+��1 < �(G) � bqm+�;whih, sine �(G) is integral, implies thatqm+��1 < �(G) � qm+�:Let x = logq �(G) and o = m+ �� x. Thus, �(G) = qx = qm+��o, for o 2 [0; 1).The total number of olors used by ACS is at mostmXi=0 qi+� � qm+�+1q � 1 = qx+o+1q � 1 = �(G) � q1+oq � 1 :Following the proof of Lemma 2.2, the expeted number of olors used by ACS is at mostE[qo℄ � qq � 1�(G) = qln q�(G):It also follows that in the worst ase, ACS uses fewer than q2=(q � 1) � �(G) olors.We have seen that the same algorithm approximates all three measures: �(G), SC(G),and robust throughput. The parameters used to obtain optimum values were not the same;however, with judiious hoies of the parameters, one an obtain olorings that approximatesimultaneously (in the expeted sense) all the measures onsidered, as suggested in thefollowing result.Corollary 2.7 ACS, with q = 2, simultaneously approximates robust throughput within anexpeted fator of 1.4575, SC(G) within a fator of 2.164, and �(G) within a fator of 2.88.17



2.4 The Robust Throughput of Two Earlier Algorithms2.4.1 Algorithm MaxISThe MaxIS oloring algorithm is the iterative greedy method that olors in eah round amaximum independent set, among the yet-to-be olored verties. It was �rst onsideredfor sum oloring in [BBH+98℄, where it was shown to give a 4-approximation. This wasshown to be the tight bound for this algorithm in [BHK99℄. The ratio of 4 holds for graphswhere the maximum independent set (IS) problem is polynomial solvable; this inludes e.g.all perfet graphs. When IS is �-approximable, MaxIS yields a 4�-approximation for sumoloring.For robust throughput, we obtain the following result.Theorem 2.8 The performane ratio of MaxIS for robust throughput is e=(e � 1) � 1:58,and that is tight.Proof: Reall that a k-olorable subgraph in a graph G is a vertex subset S � V that anbe partitioned into k independent sets.Let O(k) denote the ardinality of a maximum k-olorable subgraph H. Eah inde-pendent set olored by MaxIS ontains at least 1=k fration of verties that remain in H.Let I(i) denote the number of verties in the �rst i olor lasses found by MaxIS, whereI(0) = 0. Then, the number of verties remaining after iteration i, i � 1, is at most a(k � 1)=k fration of the number of verties before this iteration, that is,O(k)� I(i) � (1� 1k )(O(k) � I(i� 1)) (10)Applying (10) reursively, we get thatO(k)� I(i) � (1� 1k )i(O(k)� I(0)) = (1� 1k )iO(k):Taking i = k, we have O(k)� I(k) � (1� 1k )kO(k) � e�1O(k);or I(k) � e� 1e O(k):To show that the bound is tight, suppose that the optimal solution OPT onsists of kequi-sized olor lasses I1; : : : ; Ik, for some k > 1, and suppose that jI`j = ks, s > k, for1 � ` � k. In the following we desribe the struture of G that would allow MaxIS to seletin eah step an independent set whih ontains 1=k of the remaining verties in I`, for all1 � ` � k. 18



We partition the verties in I` to (s + 1) subsets A`;1; : : : ; A`;s+1. The size of A`;j isgiven by jA`;j j = ks(k � 1)j�1kj ; (11)for 1 � j � s, and jA`;s+1j = (k� 1)s. The verties in A`;j are onneted by edges to all theverties in Am;h, m 6= ` and h 6= j; thus, the verties Bj = [k̀=1A`;j form an independentset. Also, from (11) we have that jBj j = ks(k�1)j�1kj�1 . Note that the verties in A1;s+1 anbe onneted in suh a way that in iteration `, MaxIS an selet all the verties in Bjplus a vertex in A1;s+1; therefore, the resulting IS is slightly larger than the size of eah ofthe remaining sets I1; : : : ; Ik. This would make MaxIS selet in eah iteration 1=k of theremaining verties in I`, 1 � ` � k.Consider the end of iteration k. Then O(k) = jV j = ks+1, while MaxIS still needs toolor ks+1(k � 1)kkk = O(k)(k � 1k )kverties. For suÆiently large k, ((k � 1)=k)k is lose to e�1. Hene, we get that I(k) !e�1e jV j = e�1e O(k):2.4.2 The algorithm of Nioloso et al. for interval graphsAn algorithm of Nioloso et al. [NSS99℄ for sum oloring interval graphs starts by omputingG1; G2; : : : ; G�(G), where Gi is a maximum i-olorable subgraph. They show that when Gis an interval graph and the Gi's are omputed by a left-to-right greedy algorithm, then (a)Gi ontains Gi�1, and (b) the di�erene set Gi �Gi�1 is 2-olorable. Thus, the algorithmolors G by oloring G1 with the olor 1, and oloring Gi�Gi�1 with 2i� 2 and 2i� 1, fori > 1.Nioloso et al. showed that the performane of the algorithm for SC, and simultaneouslyfor hromati number, was 2, and that it was tight. From this desription of the algorithm,it is easy to derive bounds on its performane for the other measures. Sine, for eah k,a maximum k-olorable subgraph is fully olored with the �rst 2k � 1 olors, a ratio of 2follows for robust throughput.Observation 2.9 The algorithm of [NSS99℄ attains a performane ratio of 2 for the robustthroughput of interval graphs (as well as sum oloring and hromati number).It should be fairly lear that these bounds on the performane of the algorithm annotbe improved. They also ruially depend on speial properties of interval graphs. Also, itis not lear if these bounds hold when the algorithm is used on weighted graphs.19



3 The npSMC problem on (k + 1)-law free graphsIn this setion we give an approximation algorithm for npSMC on k+1-law free graphs. Asnoted earlier, one appliation of this result for onstant k is an O(1)-ratio approximationfor the dediated task sheduling problem P j�xj jPCj with j�xj j = k. Note that we plaeno onstraints on the number of mahines in the dediated task sheduling problem, whihan be arbitrarily �xed or unbounded. The onstraint is only that the number of mahinesrequired by a given job is at most k.3.1 Algorithm SGLet G be a given k + 1-law free graph, and let � be a parameter dependent on k to bedetermined later. Informally, our strategy is the following. We alloate x0(v) = (� +1)x(v)olors to eah vertex v, or � + 1 times more than required. We onstrain this alloation sothat the last x(v) olors be ontiguous, as they will form the atual set of olors assignedto v. We give higher priority to verties with small x(v) over verties with larger x(v). Thealloation is performed one olor at a time to a maximal independent set of verties thathave higher priority than others, either beause they are shorter jobs, or beause they havebeome ative. Observe that the independent set is maximal only in the graph indued bythe olletion of not yet fully olored verties. Ative verties are those v that have reeivedat least �x(v) + 1 olors (but fewer than (� + 1)x(v)), and thus must reeive a ontiguousset until fully alloated.We assume that all olor requirements are di�erent, sine ties an be broken in a �xed butarbitrary way. Thus, the seleted independent set I satis�es two onstraints: (i) I ontainsall urrently ative verties (ii) if a not fully olored vertex v does not partiipate in theindependent set it either has an ative neighbor, or it has a neighbor in the independentset with stritly smaller olor requirement.The logi for alloating an additional (�+1)x(v) olors is to build a bu�er so that a longjob does not aidentally beome ative and delay many short jobs for a long time. Thisway, all the neighbors of v have fair hane to be olored to ompletion before v beomesative.SG(G)1. j  1.2. while G is not empty do(a) Ij  all urrently ative verties(b) while there exists a vertex with no neighbor in Ij doi. Let v be a vertex of minimum x(v) among those thathave no neighbors in Ij (and not in Ij themselves)20



ii. Ij  Ij [ fvg() Assign olor j to the verties in set Ij , derease by 1their olor requirements in G.(d) Update ative verties, and delete fully olored verties from G.(e) j  j + 1.3. The last x(v) olors alloated to v form the oloring of v in the npSMC solution.See Figure 4 for an illustration of the algorithm.
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Ov (respetively, Osv and Olv) denote the olletion of neighbors of v (respetively, smallerand larger neighbors of v) olored before v in OPT . Similarly, let Av, Alv and Asv be theverties in N(v), respetively, olored before v by algorithm SG, olored before v by SG andbelonging to Nl(v), and olored before v by SG and belonging to Ns(v).A not fully olored vertex is either seleted, or delayed in a given round. It is seleted ifplaed in the urrent independent set, in whih ase it is either ative or paying. A vertexis ative if it was given at least �x(v) + 1 olors. Thus, this vertex needs less than x(v)additional olors (to get to (� + 1)x(v).) Ative verties are always inserted into the nextindependent set until they are fully olored. Thus, the verties of Ij that are not ative arepaying verties.The vertex an either have a good delay in a round, if it has a smaller seleted neighbor,or a bad delay, if it is delayed by a larger ative neighbor.We summarize this in the following fat. Let I be the urrent hosen independent setand Ia the set of ative verties, neessarily ontained in I.Fat 3.1 In any given round, exatly one of the following holds for a given vertex v:1. Good delay: I \Ns(v) 6= ;2. Bad delay: Ia \Nl(v) 6= ;, and I \Ns(v) = ;3. Seleted: v is paying or ative.Let dg(v) (db(v)) denote the total good (bad) delay of v under SG. Fat 3.1 implies thatthe �nal olor of v is given by fSG(v) = (� + 1)x(v) + dg(v) + db(v): We proeed to boundseparately the good and bad delays. De�neQ(G) =Xv Xw2Ns(v) x(w) = Xvw2E(G)min(x(v); x(w)):The quantity Q(G) provides an e�etive lower bound on the preemptive multiolor sum,and thus also on the ontiguous one. Let S(G) =Pv2V x(v).Lemma 3.1 Q(G) � k � (pSMC(G) � S(G)).Proof: Reall that Ov are the neighbors of v olored before v in OPT . De�ne the residualdemand of Ov as follows. The initial residual demand of Ov is D0v = Pu2Ov x(u). LetDiv be the residual demand of Ov verties after olor i of OPT . Namely, let xi(u) denotethe number of olors assigned to u be the �rst i olor-lasses in OPT (olors 1 to i), thenDiv =Pu2Ov(x(u)� xi(u)).We note that Di+1v � Div � k, as for every 1 � j � i at most k of the neighbors of vbelong to j olor-lass in OPT . This follows beause the graph is (k + 1)law free. Sine22



the optimum does not start oloring v before the residual demand of Ov is 0, the minimumolor assigned to v by OPT is at least D0v=k, and pSMC(G) � S(G) +Pv D0v=k: Now, asevery edge e = (u; v) either ontributes x(u) to D0v or x(v) to D0u we have: PvD0v � Q(G).The required lemma follows.Lemma 3.2 For any graph G, Pv dg(v) � (� + 1) �Q(G).Proof: A smaller neighbor u of v is seleted for at most (� + 1) � x(u) time units, and andelay v by at most that muh. Thus, dg(v) � (� + 1)Pw2Ns(v) x(w).Claim 3.2 Consider v and round j so that v 62 Ij. Then at most k � 1 of the verties ofAlv an be paying (namely seleted but not ative) at that round.Proof: By de�nition, if the round is good then Ij \Asv 6= ;. Thus, jIj \Alvj � k�1 beausethe graph is (k+1)law free. In partiular, at most k� 1 of the Alv verties an be paying.In addition, if the delay is bad, by de�nition Ij must ontain an ative vertex u thatbelongs to Alv. It follows from the fat that the graph is (k+1)-law free that at most k�1Alv verties an be paying.Lemma 3.3 For any vertex v, db(v) � k � 1� � k + 1 � dg(v):Proof: The idea in the proof is to �nd a large olletion of \events" all of whih must ourin the db(v) + dg(v) rounds in whih v is delayed.These events are de�ned as follows. Observe that by de�nition, eah round that has abad delay for v has some u 2 Alv ative at that round. Before u beame ative, there musthave been � � x(u) rounds in whih u was paying; this is beause u beame ative. Thusthe olletion of events are all the times verties of Alv were paying. Note that every suhevent must our in the dg(v) + db(v) rounds that v is delayed. Indeed, by the de�nition ofAlv, v must be delayed as long at least one vertex in Alv still need to pay.Let Sv = Pu2Av x(v), Slv = Pu2Alv x(v), and Ssv = Pu2Asv x(v). The total number oftimes that some vertex in Alv was paying is exatly � � Slv. By Claim 3.2 the total delay ofv, dg(v) + db(v) is at least � � Slv=(k � 1); this gives the total pay required by Alv vertiesdivided by the number of verties simultaneously paying.By the de�nition of Alv, db(v) is at most Slv. In summary we have that dg(v) + db(v) ��db(v)=(k � 1), and the lemma follows.Theorem 3.3 SG approximates npSMC(G) on k+1-law free graphs by a fator of 2k(2k�1).In partiular, it ahieves a fator 12 on line graphs and proper interval graphs.23



Proof: Let � = 2(k � 1). Let SG(G) denote the multiolor sum of our algorithm on G.Combining Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.1, we have thatSG(G) � (� + 1)S(G) + (� + 1)(1 + k � 1� � k + 1)Q(G)= (2k � 1)S(G) + 2(2k � 1)Q(G)� 2k(2k � 1)pSMC(G) � (2k � 1)2S(G):As mentioned before, among the various lasses of graphs this result holds for are linegraphs, proper interval graphs and the intersetion graphs of families of unit irles.Note that in the proof of Theorem 3.3 the npSMC optima is bounded by a onstant timesthe pSMC optima. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 3.3 implies the following relation of theoptimum preemptive and non-preemptive solutions, that was not known before.Corollary 3.4 For a k + 1-law free graph G, k a onstant, npSMC(G) = O(pSMC(G)).Proof: Note that sine SG �nds a non-preemptive oloring, npSMC(G) � SG(G), while by(12), SG(G) � 2k(2k � 1)pSMC(G).We observe that the number of olors used by our algorithm is within a onstant fatorof optimal. Although the bound obtained is inferior to the best algorithms designed for thatpurpose, it is interesting that we get a simultaneous approximation of both the hromatinumber and sum multioloring measures.Theorem 3.5 SG approximates the (multi-)hromati number (i.e. makespan) �(G;x) ofk + 1-law free graphs by a fator of 2k(2k � 1). In partiular, it ahieves a fator 12 forline graphs.Proof: Let v be a vertex so that x(v)+Pu2Ns(v) x(u) is maximum. In any legal oloring, ateah round only at most k of the neighbors of v an be olored. Whenever v is seleted, noneighbor of v an be paying. Thus we have that �(G;x) � x(v)+Pu2Ns(v) x(u)=k. In turn,previous analysis gives that for every u, db(u) � dg(u), and dg(u) � (2k�1)Pw2Ns(u) x(w).Thus, fSG(u) � x(u) + 2(2k � 1)Pw2Ns(u) x(w). The lemma follows from the hoie of v.3.3 ExtensionsVertex weights We now show that our result an be extended to handle vertex weights.Jobs may have di�erent priorities, whih are reeted in the nonnegative weight w(v) at-tahed to eah vertex v. The objetive funtion beomes the sum of weighted �nal olors,24
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